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GIANT FERROMAGNETIC HALL COEFFICIENT IN Lao.5Cao.sCo03
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.ABSTRACT
We report the studies of the Hall effect and magnetic properties in LaO.s Cw.sCo03 thin
fiims ancl ceramics. We use the local Hall probe and SQUID magnetometers to measure
the magnetization M Of the samples. Both below and above the Curie temperature. the
Hall resistivity P=V(H) IS shown to be proportional to kl(li) (H is the applied magnetic
field). Thus, our results provide convincing evidence for the anomalous Hall effect in these
cobalt ites. The value of the anomalous Hall coefficient R, in L~.jCao.~ C0 0 3 significantly
exceeds those of other known sin le-phase ferromagnetic metals. we suggest that the coexistence of high- and low-spin conR gurations in the perovskite cobaltites. which, sgi~’es rise to
magnetic percolation behavior in Lal–=CaZCo03, may be responsible for the giant I?$.
INTRODU “CTIOiN
In magnetic metals. the Hall resistivity pZY can be presented as a sum of the following
two terms:

Here, 13 is the magnetic induction and M is the magnetization of the sample. The first
term is due to the Lorentz force on the conduction electrons. and the second one is called
the anomalous Hall resistance. RO and R, are normal and anomalous Hall coefficients.
respectively, and usually in ferromagnets R. << R,’.
The anomalous Hall effect arises if the scattering of the charge carries is asymmetric with
respect to the plane spanned by the electrical current and magnetization. The origin of this
effect is believedl to be related to the spin-orbit interaction which can give rise to a left-right
symmetry breaking in the scattering probability2–q. Although it has been noted in the early
literature’ that the theoretical value3>q of RS is small bv two orders of magnitude to account
for the experimental results in iron and nickel. this q~estion concerning the absolute value
of R3 has never been ,given appropriate attention. In this paper. we present results of the
transport ancl ma,gnetlc measurements in a rare-earth cobaltite with the perovskite structure.
Lao.5CM.5C’003. i~e show that, to our knowledge, the value of R, in this material not only
is the largest value among ferromagnetic metals but also exceeds theoretical estimates by
many orders of magnitude.
SPECIFICI FE.~TURES OF Lao,5Ca0.SCoOZ
In the parent compouncl LaC’003, the crystal-field splitting is larger than the exchange
Huncl’s energy5. Therefore. at low temperatures, the trivalent Co ions have a low-spin t~?e~
(lvith spin .5’=0) configuration (Co[]~, see Fig. 1). The uniclueness of this system is that the
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Left panel: High-spin and low-spin configurations of trivalent Co ions. Right panel:
[C~~Co3+] complex formed near dopant Ca atom.
balance between the crystal-fieid splitting and the Hund’s energy is delicate and. correspondingly, the energy difference between these low-spin and the high-spin configurations is small
5
(approximately SO meV ). Both increasing temperature and increasing doping of divalent
ions to the rare-earth cation site can result in the stabilization of the high-spin states. In
order to show how the substitution of divalent Ca for trivalent La gives rise to the augmenting population of the high-spin (S=2) t$~e~ configuration C03+. we will use the explanation
suggested by Senaris and Goodenough ~or a similar compound. Lal_xSr. CoOs5).
The substitution of divalent Ca results in the appearance ot’ tetra~.alent COIV (tj~e~) ions
which polarize the oxygen p-electons. This polarization towards Co~~’ ions reduces the effect
of the crystal field on the trivalent Co ions on the opposite side of the oxygen atoms (Fig.
1 ) and stabilizes the high-spin tjge~ configuration. .As a result. magnetic clusters [Co~v-6
C03+] are formed near each Ca atom.
W~lth increasing dopin level. the magnetic clusters reach a magnetic percolation threshold. Chemically- doped f loles incluce ferromagnetism via the so-called double-exchange
interactions–s. Lal-=Sr=Co02, is found to have metallic electrical conduction for 0.3~
x <0.5. with “’hole-poor””. Io\ver-sPin matrix interpenetrating the metallic ‘hole-rich”.
higher-spin regionss. In Lal_=Ca=Co03 ferromagnetism is established approximately for
the same values of .u, with the Curie temperature TC= 1S0 K - 1S5 Iig.
EXPERILIENT.AL
The LaO,sCaO.SCoOs epitaxial films are grown by pulsed laser deposition using a stoichiometric target of Lao,5Cao,~C’003, in 100 mTorr of oxygen. The temperature of the La.>103
substrates is ‘700° C’. The growth is followed by anneallng in 1 atm. oxygen at 9000C” for two
hours. and the epitaxy of the films is confirmed by x-ray rocking curves. The Hall effect is
studied in two thin film samples 2 mmx2 mrnx 150 nm (sample 1) and .5 mmx.5 mmx;300
nm (sample 2) in size and in two ceramic oxygen- cleficient samples. .5 mmx:3 mmx 1.9 mm
in size.
For the Hall measurements. we have clepositecl four gold pack on the corners of the
film (or on the edges of the ceramic samples) and emplovd the [an der Pauw methoc{l” to
measure both the Hall ancl longitudinal resist ivities. \\-; hare performed measurements at
10-20 different values of electrical current in the range ot’ O -:10 p.4 [or the films ancl O -20
m.~ for the ceramic samples at selected temperatures ancl magnetic fielck Lo ensure linear
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Left panel: Plot of the irreversible Dart of thema~netization (left a.sis) and the Hall
resis;ivity (right axis) versus field at T= 130 K i; the ceramics.= Right panel: The irreversible part
of the Hall resistivity as a function of the irreversible component of the magnetization for various
temperatures below Tc. In both panels, the magnetization is measured using the Hall probe.
response of the system. Magnetic measurements are carried out in the ceramic samples by
using the local Hall probe and SQUID magnetometers. The local Hall probe consists of an
ion implanted Ga.k sample with an active area of *1OO pmx 100 pm. The Hall probe is
placed directly on the top of the sample. The offset (longitudinal) resistance of the Hall probe
is small (around 0.3 Q) and is is subtracted from all the data. In the following, we \vill refer
to the resistance of the Hall probe RH~11P,06, as the measured resistance mmus this offset.
.~t zero applied magnetic field. RH.l/P,O~, is directly proportional to the ma netization.
However, the magnetization is small (polk[ <().2 T), and at fields H larmer than &f, the signal
in the probe. which senses the component of B perpendicular to its pY ane. is predominated
by the applied magnetic field. Therefore, at large fields. \ve are only able to obtain the
irreversible part of the magnetization M’” which can be more easilv extracted from the
signal than ~he reversible c;mponent.

First. we will demonstrate that the Hall resitivitv is ~roportional to the magnetization.
Shown in Fig. 2 (left panel) are p~g (solid circles) ani .l];” ~solicl line) versus magnetic field
at T=130 K. in the ferromagnetic state. The Hall resist ivity is hysteretic. and the form of
the hysteretic loop is similar to that of the magnetization cur~”e. The irreversibility in pry
vanishes around 1 T at ?’=130 K. and so does ill’” at the same field. The right panel of
Fig. 2 displays a linear dependence of the width of the hysteresis loop for the Hall resistivity
p~V’ on .M’”. The linearity is checked for multiple temperatures below Tc,
}I:ith the SQUID measurements. ;ve can verify tile linearity bet~veen total p=v ant] nlagnetization. .+n example is given in Fig. 3 for T=200 K. The Hall resistivity ancl magnetization
scale perfectly with each other. The same is true for the data I>elo\v T,. That is. not only
the hysteretic behavior of p IV as a function of the applied magnetic field tracks that of the
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The field dependence ofpz. and .14 at T=200 K. M is measured using the SQUID
magnetometer.
magnetization. but also the field dependence of the Hall resistivity at high fields. in the
reversible region. (see Fig. 4, central panel) mimics the magnetization behavior. From
these data we conclude that the contribution from the normal Hall effect is negligible in
comparison with the anomalous term.
Now we proceed to compare the Hall resistivitv with the magnetoresistance (Fig. 4,
left panel, data are taken at T=150 K). The longitudinal resistivity p decreases linearly
with \vith H at high fields and demonstrates a hysteretic behavior at lo~v fields. In order
to better show it, we subtract the linear term ~lin(~) from the total resistivity p. The
difference p – ~(in is depicted in the central panel of Fig. 4. The maxima in p – ~lin are ver~
close to the fields at ~vhlch the Hall reslstivity (see Fig. 4. right panel) and magnetization
take zero values at 2“=150 1<, as shown by the arrows.
In the thin films. there is no hysteresis In either p or PZV. In the ferromagnetic state. belo~v
Tc %1S0 K. the initial linear rise of p=v (Fig, 5) is followed by a second portion having a
much smaller field gradient. As the temperature is increased above the Curie temperature.
the deviation from the linear behavior becomes less pronounced ancl disappears for high
enough temperatures in the entire magnetic field range (compare the isotherms at T=1!35
K and at T=24,5 K in Fjg. 2, bottom). l~e assume that similarly to the case of the ceramic
samples. the Hall resist lvity in the films follo~vs the magnetization and that the difference
in the behaviors shown in Fig. .5, on the one hand. and Figs. 2-4, on another, is related to
the difference in the .ll( H)-depenciences in films and ceramics.
From the data of Figs. ~_4 oIle can estimate t he anomalotls Hall coefficient R, i n t he
ceramic samples. R~(T)-clependence has a maximum near 200 K (detailed data \vill be
published separatelj”ll), with the peak value al,l x 10-6 m3/C. To estimate R, in the thin
films. ~ve use the magnetization data obtained on fully oxygenated ceramic samples (in the
low temperature limit. p~:li =0.1S TLlo). In the films. R, is peaked at T =1S0 Ii. \vith the
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Left
4. ‘panel: The magnetoresistance of the ceramics at T= 150 K. Central panel: p – plin
(see the text ) versus H at T=150 K. .Arrows show the fields at which M and pcv are zero. Right
panel: The field dependence of P=g at T= 150 K in ceramics.
value 0.45 x 10–6 m3/C. In fact, the magnitude of the anomalous Hall coefficient observed
in Lao.5Cao.~Co03 by far exceeds that for other ferromagnetsl’*1. For instance, the R~ value
–6
in COS2 is 0.12x 10 m3/C12, in Fe ().5x 1()-9 ins/Cl. Moreover. as we have discussed
in Ref. 11, available theories of the Hall effect in ferromagnets3’A predict seven orders of
magnitude smaller values than in our experiment. One can speculate about the reasons
why 11~ in Lao.5Cao.5C003 is larger than in other materials. Probablv, the peculiar nature of
magnetism in this compound caused by the existence of multiple spi; configurations and the
resulting enhancement of the spin fluctuations is responsible for this fact. What is difficult
is to understand the reason for the emormous discrepancy bet~veen theory and experiment.
Our results apparently call for strong theoretical efforts m this direction.
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The field dependence of p xu in a thin film sample at various temperatures.
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